B2-1: RIMS OF EVERTED-RIM JARS WITH RIPPLED SHOULDERS

1 Ardleigh, CM 82.1956 [1222]. -B
2 Colchester, Sheepe, Cam. 229A, B: thick native ware. Total 34+; not found complete. AD10-50/60 •
3 Langenhoe, Red Hill I [118]. -S •
    III [114]. -S •
4 Braintree site 10, Hunnable's gravel pit, no.51. -S •
5 Kelvedon, W. Rodwell 1976a, no.31. [1497] & others, Campen Coll. -S •
6 Goldhanger, Red Hill X [119], romanised. -S •
7 Nazingebury, gully 17, no.6. 1S •
8 Danbury, Twitty Fee, sherd (not illus.). -S •
9 Great Wakering, Milton Hall [210]. -S •
10 Mucking (not illus.). HM-S •
11 Gun Hill, no.50, ditch F.1. -S •
12 Springhead (not illus.). cAD45 •
13 Mereworth Park, 1856 [967]. HM-S •
14 Borden, ditch B [1122].
    [1118], [1037]. HM-S •
    [1139]. -S •
15 Faversham group II, no.175. 2/3S •
    group IV, no.232. -S •
    Broadlands [97]. -S •
16 Kennington, 1914 [973]. -S •
17 Snargate, nos.9-12. -S •
18 Swarling [1537]. -B •
19 Canterbury, Rose Lane ditch, layer 2, nos.14, 17, 19, 39. 2S+
    Butchery Lane, pre-building cellars D, E:
    no.27. mid-1st •
    Theatre, DIII layer 2, no.8. Claud-Nero •
    recent excavations (not illus.). -S •
20 Preston, sites 39/39, no.88. -S •
21 Birchington, Minnis Bay shaft 30 [1374]. HM2S+
    [1435], [1437]. one HM-S •
22 Broadstairs, Dumpton Gap 1907-8, [1515], [1516]HM-S •
23 Braughing, Gatesbury Track (not illus.). from 30BC
    Henderson Coll. (not illus.). -S •
    1972 early features (not illus.). -S •
    bath house, Roman ground surface no.2. -S •
24 Brickwall Hill ditch 1, no.8. HM1S+
    ditch 2, no.6. 1S •
25 Grubs Barn, period 1 ditch, fig.2 no.9. 1S •
    'Hearth 1', fig.3 no.8. 3S •
26 Welches Farm [108]. HM-S •
27 Wheathampstead no.21 [367]. HM-S •
    no.38 [265]. -S •
28 Prae Wood, LVa Grey Clay [596]. AD5-40/45 •
    LVII Grey Clay [465]. AD5-40/45 •
    Z4 Original Ditch [778]. 3S •
29 Wards Coombe trench C, upper silt, fig.3 no.13
    (not illus.). 3S •
30 Wilbury Hill [737], [738]. HM-S •
    [739]. -S •
B2-1: rims of everted-rim jars with rippled shoulders.
Notes

There is no significance in the scarcity of burial contexts, since these are rims only. Its range is widespread, and so is its dating: it is often HM, and found in 1st century BC ditches in some of the Herts, centres (Braughing, Brickwall Hill, Grubs Barn, Wheathampstead) and elsewhere (Yardley Hastings bottom layer). Yet it is often wheel-made, and can be hard, regular, and even romanised (Goldhanger), and sometimes found in post-43 contexts (Canterbury). The Grantchester example is HM but apparently with Roman wares from a 'Roman well'. There is an overlap on the edges of the distribution with other fabrics. The HM ones, at least, are typologically early and have some support for an early date in the development of grog-tempered pottery. B2 pots in general are thicker and coarser than B3 pots.